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Problems and notation

This paper onsiders the following stati data stru ture problems.
: Store a set S  [u℄, jS j = n  u=2, in a data
stru ture m(S ) 2 f0; 1g . The obje tive is to a ommodate eÆ ient membership queries.
Perfe t Hashing(u; n; r; s): For a set S  [u℄, jS j = n, store a fun tion
fS : [u℄ ! [r ℄, r  n, with fS 1-1 on S , in a data stru ture ph (S ) 2 f0; 1gs .
The obje tive is to a ommodate eÆ ient fun tion value queries.
We use the notation [x℄ for the set f1; : : : ; xg. Two models for the
query algorithm are onsidered. The bitprobe model of omputation allows
the query algorithm to probe single bits of the data stru ture. See the
full version of [2℄ for details. The ellprobe model of omputation, formally
de ned in [9℄, allows the query algorithm to probe \ ells" of log u onse utive
bits.2 When using the term \optimal", it will be implied that we mean \to
within a onstant fa tor", unless otherwise spe i ed. Also, we assume that
arguments to logarithms are always greater than or equal to 1, that is, log(x)
really means log(max(x; 1)).
Membership(u; n; s)

s

1.1 Dis ussion

These above problems are, of ourse, intimately related. A data stru ture
for Membership also en odes a perfe t hash fun tion (say, the rank of
x among the elements of S ). Further, many su h data stru tures have a
unique ell of the data stru ture asso iated with ea h elements of S (not
all, though, see [2℄). In this ase, the number of the ell may be used as a
hash fun tion value for elements in S (fun tion values of other elements do
not matter). Conversely, a k bitprobe (k ellprobe) solution to Perfe t
Hashing(u; n; r; s) ombined with a hash table gives a k + log u bitprobe
1 BRICS, University of Aarhus, Denmark. E-mail: paghbri s.dk
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(k +1 ellprobe) solution to Membership(u; n; s + r log u). If every fun tion
fS has the property that ea h pre-image fS 1 fxg has size at most R (we
may have R t u=n) and is \eÆ iently enumerable", we even get a k + log R
bitprobe solution to Membership(u; n; s + r log R) [6℄.
The ombined problem, that is, a data stru ture whi h provides membership information as well as perfe t hash fun tion values, is referred to
as Di tionary(u; n; r; s). The perfe t hash fun tion values an be used as
indi es to a table with a pie e of satellite information for ea h element of S
(this motivates the terminology). Often the satellite information is assumed
to reside in the di tionary itself. However, in this ase one an easily get
a perfe t hash fun tion with range [n℄, given that numbers in [n℄ an be
satellite information. We prefer isolating the issue of satellite information,
as this eliminates taking its size into a ount. However, one should be aware
that Di tionary(u; n; r; s) requires an external table of size r to fa ilitate
a ess to satellite information. As long as we are only interested in time
and spa e bounds up to onstant fa tors, we an onsider Membership and
Perfe t Hashing separately, and get solutions for Di tionary by simply
\ on atenating" the s hemes.
1.2 Spa e bounds

The minimum number of bitsfor whi h it is possible en ode a Membership
data stru ture is sm = log nu = (n log( uen )). For Perfe t Hashing we
onsider just the ase u = (1 + (1)) r. Then the optimal spa e omplexity
is sph = (n2=r + log n + log logr u) (nearly proved in [4, Thm. III.2.3.6℄).
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Generalized bitve tors

Bitve tors form a bitprobe optimal solution to Membership(u; n; u). The
spa e usage of u bits is optimal in the ase where n = (u). If one insists on using minimal spa e, then (log(u=n)) bitprobes are needed [2℄.
An O(log u)bitprobe s heme for Membership(u; n; O(sm)) was devised by
Brodnik and Munro [1℄. It is optimal with respe t to both spa e and bitprobes in the ase n = u1 (1) .
Here, we give a solution that uses optimal spa e and performs O(log(u=n))
bitprobes. Hen e, it forms a \generalization" of bit ve tors, that has optimal spa e and bitprobe omplexity even for sparse sets. The data stru ture
also allows Perfe t Hashing queries in O(log(u=n)) bitprobes.
The essential ingredient in our solution is a family of bounded on entrators, whi h are onstant degree bipartite graphs with v verti es on the left,
2
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verti es on the right, for onstant  < 1, having the property that any
set V of no more than v=2 left hand verti es an be mat hed to jV j verti es
on the right hand side. A probabilisti argument shows that bounded onentrators of degree 6 with  = 2=3 exist [7℄. Simple, expli it onstru tions
of bounded on entrators (with worse parameters) also exist [3, 5℄. We denote left hand verti es by s1; : : : ; sv and right hand verti es by t1; : : : ; tv ,
and assume that there is some ordering of the neighboring verti es of ea h
vertex.
Our s heme is des ribed re ursively, as a step redu ing the size of the
universe onsidered followed by a s heme solving the a membership problem
in the redu ed universe. Ea h step requires the probe algorithm to read O(1)
bits from a data stru ture of O(n) bits, and redu es the size of the universe
by a onstant fa tor. At the end of the re ursion we have u = O(n), and
a bitve tor an be used. The index looked up in the bitve tor de nes a
perfe t hash fun tion (use any value for elements not in the set). This gives
the following theorem.
v

Theorem 1 The bitprobe omplexities of Membership(u; n; sm) and Perfe t Hashing(u; n; O (n); sm) are O (log(u=n)).

We have yet to des ribe the universe redu tion step. If u  14n , we use
a bitve tor. Otherwise, split [u℄ into v = 2n parts U1; : : : ; U2n of size at
most du=2ne, and onsider the set V = fsi j S \ Ui 6= ;g, whi h has size at
most n = v=2. By de nition of a bounded on entrator, verti es of V an
be mat hed to a set W  ft1 ; : : : ; tv g. Suppose that si 2 V is mat hed
to its kth neighbor. Then we write the O(1) bit number k as entry i of a
2n-element table T . Table entries verti es not in V are set to a spe ial value.
The query algorithm uses this as follows: On input x 2 Ui, we he k is si
is in V . If not, then Ui \ S = ;, so x 62 S . Otherwise, if si is mat hed to
tj , re urse on the query j du=2ne zx , where zx is the number of x in some
arbitrary numbering 0; : : : ; du=2ne 1 of Ui . By the mat hing property, no
query for another element of [u℄ translates into this query. Also, re ursive
queries are in the universe [2ndu=2ne℄, whi h has size at most 1+2  u.
3

Bitprobe lower bounds for perfe t hashing

3.1 Minimal perfe t hashing

A natural question to ask is whether theorem 1 an be extended to Perfe t
Hashing(u; n; n; O (sm )), i.e., to minimal perfe t hashing. We answer this
3
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question negatively, by showing that lose to log n bitprobes must be used
in this ase, even if the universe is only slightly larger than n.
Lemma 2 If Perfe t Hashing(u; n; r; s) has bitprobe omplexity t < log n,
then u < n 2rt = n2t 1 .

If t bitprobes suÆ e, ea h element x 2 [u℄ an map to less than 2t
di erent values in [r℄. Now suppose u  n 2r = n2 1 . We want to argue
that there then exists at set of n elements whi h an only map to n 1
values in [r℄ ( ontradi ting the assumption that there is a 1-1 map
on these

r 2
t
elements). Indeed,
ea h set of 2 elements
lies within n 1 2 sets of size


r
r 2
r
n 1
n 1, so n n 1 = n 1 2 = n 2 = 2
elements are enough to ensure the
existen e of the desired set. 2
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= (1 + (1)) r, the bitprobe omplexity of Perfe t
Hashing(u; n; n; s) is at least log(n) O (1).
Proof. Suppose t = log(n)
bitprobes suÆ e. Then by lemma 2, u <
n r=(n 2t ) = (1 2 ) 1 r . By the assumption on u, we must have = O (1).
2
Of ourse, O(log(u=n)) bitprobes is a poor bound when u is large.
S hmidt and Siegel [8℄ have give a Perfe t Hashing(u; n; n; O(sph)) s heme
with bitprobe omplexity O(log n + log log u). The following lower bound
implies that 1the(1)probe omplexity is optimal among s hemes using spa e
, in the ase r = n = u1 (1) .
s = 2(n+log u)
Corollary 3 For u

Proposition 4 The bitprobe omplexity of Perfe
greater than log logrs u.

t Hashing(u; n; r; s)

is

Suppose at most t bit positions are probed. Then for ea h element
x 2 [u℄ there is a set of less than 2t bit positions whi h an be probed on
input x (for some data stru ture). In parti ular, there is a set B of less
than 2t bit positions whi h determine the hash fun tion values of du=s2 e
elements. Sin e there annot be two of these elements with hash fun tion
values depending on the bits of B in the same way, we must have r2 > u=s2 ,
yielding the desired result. 2

Proof.

t

t
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3.2 Limited adaptivity

We now onsider Perfe t Hashing query s hemes with few or no adaptive
probes. Non-adaptive probes are initial probes depending only on the input
to the query algorithm, and not on results of other probes (they an be
thought of as arried out in parallel). Some non-adaptive probes may even
not depend on the input { these are referred to as xed. We rst onsider
query algorithms in whi h all probes are non-adaptive.
Proposition 5 There is a onstant su h that for s = O(sph ) and u > s ,
Perfe t Hashing(u; n; r; s) has non-adaptive bitprobe omplexity (s).

Suppose there is a non-adaptive s heme using t probes. On input x 2
[u℄ the s heme reads bit positions Bx  [s℄ where jBxj  t. Let H = (sph)
be the minimum number of bits needed to en ode a perfe
t hash fun tion
p
with range [r℄ for n elements from a universe of size b u . It is suÆ ient
to show that we must
2. Eah set B x is
 have t > H=2. Assume
t  H=
s t
s
s t
s
H 1
ontained
in
sets
of
size
H
1.
Sin
e
=
and
H 1 t
H 1
H 1 t t =
t

p
s
H 1
0
when is suÆ iently large, there must be a set U  [u℄
ub u t = t
p
of b u elements su h that j [x2U 0 Bxj < H . But the bit positions [x2U 0 Bx
en ode a perfe t hash fun tion for any n elements of U 0, ontradi ting the
de nition of H . 2
Thus, a onstant fra tion of the data stru ture must be read if minimal spa e is to be used. This should be ompared with the dlog re bits
of the omputed result. By a simple redu tion (looking at the problem of
omputing a single bit of the output of a perfe t hash fun tion) we obtain:
Proof.

Corollary 6 For any s there is a de ision problem where data stru tures of
size s require (s= log s) non-adaptive bitprobes, while O(log s) adaptive bit
probes suÆ e.

We on lude this se tion by studying the ase of exa tly one adaptive
bitprobe. In the ase where all other probes are xed, we show that one
needs either r > log(e)n or (sph) xed probes, regardless of the size of the
data stru ture. When non-adaptive probes are not ne essarily xed : : :
4

Membership in the ell probe model

4.1 Impossibility of two-probe s hemes
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4.2 S heme with one xed and two parallel probes
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